The spatial resolution of the s y stem, measured using SSRB and 2D FBP is just under 2.4mm in the trans-axial and axial directions. The system sensitivity is 0.6 % for a point source at the centre of the field of view. The true coincidence count rate shows no sign of saturating at 30 MBq, at which point the randoms fraction is 9%, and the scatter fraction for a rat sized object is approximatel y 23%. Artefact-free images of phantoms 
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The PET system has been fully evaluated inside the MRi scanner, and all measurements were performed with the PET system set up inside the MRl unless stated otherwise.
A. Spatial Resolution 
B. Count Rate Performance
The count rate performance was measured using an IS F line source within a rat sized water filled cylinder, designed to the NEMA [2] specifications. The phantom was scanned at hourly intervals to cover an activity range of 1 to 40 MBq. 2D SSRB was used to re-bin the data into sinograms and the procedure described in the NEMA document used to split the true from random and scattered events. The randoms rate for each measurement was estimated by imposing delays of 200 ns between the digitized listmode data recorded by each module pair. The scatter fraction was determined at an activity of 1
MBq where the randoms fraction was � 1 %. For all count rate and sensitivity measurements the timing window was set to 20 ns and the energy window was set to 340-600 ke V.
C. Sensitivity
A sensitivity profile was measured by stepping a 22 Na point source axially through the FOV and recording count rate.
Using the count rate at the location of the peak, system sensitivity was derived. With the point source located at the centre of the scanner, the measurement was repeated whilst applying MR pulse sequences and also outside the MRi scanner, to examine the effect of the MR scanner on the PET system sensitivity. The sensitivity was also estimated using a Scm long line source, containing approximately S MBq of lS F.
D. Imaging Performance
Various phantoms filled with IS F have been scanned using the PET system alone and with the PET scanner set up inside the MRl scanner whilst simultaneously acquiring MR images.
E. Dynamic study of dual labeled P ET/MR probe 
III. RESULTS

A. Spatial Resolution
The graph in Fig. 3 shows the transaxial spatial resolution across the field of view of the scanner. Table 1 Offset (mm)
• MLEM res modelling -MLEM .. MLEM with GE pulse seq x 2D FBP SSRB 
B. Count Rate Performance
The prompt, true, random and scattered event rates as a function of activity are given in Fig. 4 . At 30MBq, which is typically injected into a rat for pre-clinical studies, the randoms rate is approximately 9% of total prompt rate at 30MBq. The scatter fraction, measured at low activity «IMBq), is � 23%. Activity (MBq)
• Prompts kcps
• Trues kcps
• Randoms kcps X Scatter kcps Fig. 4 : Count rate as a function of the total activity in the NEMA line source with the geometry of a rat.
C. Sensitivity
The sensitivity profile for the scanner measured with the PET system set up inside the MRI scanner is given in Fig. 5 . Table 2 gives the results of measuring the sensitivity outside the MR scanner, inside the MR scanner and inside the MR scanner with two different MR pulse sequences applied. E. Dynamic study of dual labeled P ETIMR probe 
IV. DISCUSSION
Spatial resolution measurements using an FBP reconstruction algorithm, given in Fig. 3 and Table 1 , do not appear as good as might be expected given the crystal dimensions, however it improves significantly when a more sophisticated reconstruction algorithm is employed. Crystal identification is performed via a maximum likelihood positioning algorithm that attempts to compensate for missing channels that arise as a consequence of trigger threshold variation in the current ASIC. An ASIC that addresses these issues and that enables clear identification of all crystals [4] has now been developed. We anticipate that this will result in a substantial improvement in spatial resolution.
The true coincidence count rate is approximately linear up to � 15 MBq and shows no sign of reaching a plateau at 30MBq, which is a typical injected activity for a rat. At 30MBq the total prompts � 1 Okcps, at which activity the randoms fraction is only 9%. We would expect the randoms fraction to reduce if the time window is reduced below 20ns.
A timing window of <3ns should be achievable -it is currently set at this relatively high value due to sub-optimal timing signal alignment.
Sensitivity is currently low at �O.6 % due to only one of the axial ring positions being populated. Taking into account the current reduced sensitivity, the count rate performance is comparable with that of other pre-clinical PET scanners with a similar geometry [5] . Populating all three ring positions is expected to increase the true count rate by a factor of �9 for distributed objects.
It would appear from the results so far that the PET scanner performance is unaffected by the MRI scanner. The sensitivity and therefore count rate of the system recorded for the 22 Na point source remains approximately the same when the PET scanner is located inside and outside the MRI scanner, as shown in Table 2 . Furthermore, there appears to be little change when spin echo and gradient echo pulse sequences are acquired throughout the sensitivity measurement, also shown in Table 2 . The effect of applying MR pulse sequences for higher activities remains to be The performance of the system is sufficient for imaging rat-sized animals and large organs in the mouse. As demonstrated here using the system as it stands it is possible to monitor a dynamic process simultaneously using PET and MR and a dual labeled probe in the mouse liver. We plan to use the system to further demonstrate novel applications of simultaneous PET/MR.
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